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A missile rail launcher configurable for F-15, F-16, F-18 and other platforms
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LAU-127, 128, 129
Missile Rail Launcher (MRL)

A missile rail launcher configurable for F-15, F-16, F-18, and other platforms

Benefits
- Common missile rail launcher family for F-15, F-16, F/A-18, F-22 and other platforms
- Over 20 variants supported worldwide
- Supports AMRAAM, Sidewinder, Derby, Python & other similar weapons
- Modular design provides ease of maintenance and low in-service costs
- Combat proven
- In production and exportable

Features
- Compatible with AMRAAM, Sidewinder and similar weapons
- Attaches directly to wingtip or under wing pylons with adaptors
- Self contained power supply converts analog to digital signals
- Provided with nitrogen bottle or self-contained compressor for seeker cooling

Model shown is LAU-129

Parameter | Details
--- | ---
Length | 106.00 inches
Width | 3.62 inches
Height | 6.06 inches
Weight | 87 lbs
Platform Integration | F-15, F-16, F/A-18, F-22, HMMWV